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WHAT IS INBOUND MARKETING?
We’re glad you asked! Before we explain what it
is, we’d like to first tell you what it isn’t. It doesn’t
involve opening your mailbox to find it cluttered
with useless ads that get tossed in the trash.
It isn’t answering your phone only to hear an
intrusive robo-caller or telemarketer on the
other end. And it certainly isn’t annoying banner
ads that follow on every website you visit.
Inbound marketing is different. It’s revolutionary
because it doesn’t involve “selling” to your
prospective buyers. Rather, it is a comprehensive
solution that brings qualified people to you
because they already want your products or
services.
What is even better than its effectiveness is
how little inbound marketing costs as compared
to yesterday’s antiquated methods.
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In this eBook, you’ll learn about:
•

Inbound Marketing vs. Outbound Marketing

•

The Philosophy Behind Inbound Marketing

•

Why it Works So Well

•

Why Automation = Innovation

•

The 3 Cornerstones of Inbound Marketing

We will share with you how to get rid of old,
ineffective outbound efforts and bring in a
new, modern solution that actually works. This
is inbound marketing…let the learning begin!
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INBOUND MARKETING 

VS.

OUTBOUND MARKETING

OUTBOUND MARKETING is what we’re
all used to. It’s invasive, uninvited,
and unwelcome. These methods can
include unsolicited mailers, phone calls
and emails. Not surprisingly, today’s
savvy buyers are sick and tired of being
bombarded with them. This results in
almost all of these types of efforts
being intentionally ignored.

INBOUND MARKETING
turns this old model on its
head. Think of a funnel, with the top
being the largest point and the bottom
being the place where the buying takes
place. Whereas with outbound marketing
you are mostly turning people away, inbound
marketing mostly attracts people.
There are several fundamental
reasons why inbound marketing
works better, so let’s take a
look at its philosophy.

What’s especially bothersome for
business owners is that they spend a lot
of money on this type of marketing only
to see a very low return on investment,
or ROI. Their marketing dollars end up
being spent on turning people off to
their products and services.
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THE PHILOSOPHY BEHIND INBOUND MARKETING
The buying process starts with 3 basic fundamentals that draw buyers in:

Attracting

Delighting

Engaging

THESE BASICS BRANCH OFF INTO STRATEGIC ACTIONS THAT
PROPEL A BUYER TOWARD MAKING A PURCHASE.
HubSpot is a software platform used by
many skilled marketers and agencies that
ingeniously uses this 3-part automated
approach that works better than anything
else out there. Their proven technology,
combined with the expertise of a certified
agency, effectively draws new buyers into
the sales cycle without strong-arming
them at every turn.

Next is the engage phase. Traditional
outbound methods drop the ball by ignoring
the need to engage with prospects through
the sales cycle. In contrast, inbound
marketing starts off with the attract and
engage phases first, building confidence
and naturally edging buyers toward your
products and services.
After the sale is made, inbound marketing
continues to delight your customers by
1) retaining loyalty to you and 2) gladly
spreading the word through positive online
reviews and personal referrals. This last
step propels your growth forward as happy
customers continue to buy from you and
bring you new sales.

It works so well because buyers find
answers from you, the expert, at every turn.
This attracts them to you instead of to your
competitors. Not only have you won them
over with your expertise, but you’ve also
gained their trust…and this is your first
step toward making them a loyal customer.
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WHY IT WORKS SO WELL
Let’s take a deeper look at the 3 stages of the
inbound marketing sales cycle to help you understand
why this approach works so well.

ATTRACT
To attract new buyers, you’ll need to have precise, specialized content that thoroughly
answers their questions. You’ll also need to be sure that your content is found online; in
places where buyers are researching.
This can be accomplished through:
•

Informative blog posts on your website

•

Downloadable eBooks and whitepapers

•

Having a strong social media presence

•

Getting found on Google Search through Search
Engine Optimization (SEO)

•

Through social media

By sharing informative content, you’re ensuring that buyers will
prefer you first because you’ve established yourself as the expert.
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ENGAGE
Successfully converting prospects into buyers involves engagement. Much like the flow
of a natural conversation with a new friend, certain Hubspot features take the time to get
to know what your buyers are looking for, and then provides them with a lead flow that
directly responds to their needs.

This automated process strategically sends
prospects content at crucial times in the buying
cycle. This is automatically scheduled for you, where
the automation software is doing the majority of the
selling for you.
In addition to automated content distribution, inbound
marketing also involves placing effective call-toaction (CTA) in your blog posts and throughout your
website as well as adding inquiry forms for collecting
a visitor’s information. These CTAs link to topicspecific landing pages or pieces of content as well
as the forms are designed to convert your buyers and
draw them into closing the sale.
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Conversion rate optimization (CRO) is another key aspect in this stage. CRO is the process
of implementing and testing the effectiveness of your lead generation efforts by gathering
and analyzing data. This data reveals what’s working and what needs improvement.
Throughout this process, you’re constantly fine-tuning your lead generation efforts to
improve your conversion rates.
Content and incentives at this phase of the sales cycle are aimed at converting prospects
into buyers.
This is accomplished through:
•

Custom-tailored emails

•

Content marketing

•

Lead management and segmentation

•

Marketing automation
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DELIGHT
Delighting buyers is where many businesses fall short. With inbound marketing approach,
you continue to nurture your relationship even after the sale is made. How is this done?
By automatically delivering fresh, custom-crafted content and offers to your existing
customers.
Examples of content shared may include:
•

New blog posts on topics relevant to them

•

Emails that contain custom-tailored content or offers
for upsell opportunities

•

Social media posts that resonates with their specific
interests

•

Videos that cover pertinent topics that they find
interesting

By catering to your customers’ top concerns and interests, you continue to be on the
forefront of their minds when it comes to buying again or referring someone to you. The
delight phase also encourages customers to leave positive reviews for you on sites like
Google, Yelp, and more.
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WHY AUTOMATION = INNOVATION
There is one word to describe why
automation means innovation: simplicity.
Keeping things simple is so crucial
for several reasons.

Writing and scheduling blog posts, eBooks, whitepapers, email messages, social media
posts, and ads can be extremely time consuming. This is especially true for someone who
is trying to run a business, a medical or dental practice, or an online store. This is where your
certified Hubspot agency partner can help in putting together content and formulating an
automation strategy to fit your needs.
Timing is another way that automation makes things simple for you. Strategic actions are
already pre-programmed into HubSpot’s algorithm so that your sales cycle is nurtured at all
of the right times to help produce the best results.

Analytics can be complicated if you don’t know what
you’re looking at. With HubSpot, your data is automatically
gathered and then presented to you in an easy-to-digest
report. Your marketing agency can then analyze the big
picture, suggesting and implementing improvements
along the way. This fast tracks your results for ROI that
continues to improve every single day.
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THE 3 CORNERSTONES OF INBOUND MARKETING
Inbound marketing is based on 3 cornerstones that provide solid support for its effectiveness:

Content
Marketing

Lead
Generation

Automation

CONTENT MARKETING
Meeting prospective buyers where they’re at and providing them with quality information
is what content marketing is all about. Inbound marketing utilizes this content throughout
every stage:
1.

Improve your visibility in search results (good SEO)

2.

Increase traffic to your website & landing pages

3.

Convert prospects into leads

4.

Nurture leads until they become buyers

5.

Continue the relationship to build loyalty

Content marketing can also include what we call “rich content,” or ways of presenting
information in a context that goes beyond words on a web page. This can involve videos,
webinars, infographics, slideshare presentations, and more.
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LEAD GENERATION
Once people are on your website, your main goal is to keep them there and turn them into
leads. This involves careful planning by creating content that is both appealing and expertly
crafted.

Next, each of your web pages must be effective at
converting leads. A critical part of inbound marketing
involves optimizing your website pages for maximum
lead conversions. This is called conversion rate
optimization (CRO), which keeps visitors engaged on
your site and boosts your conversion rates. The idea
is to get people to explore further, gently steering
them closer toward buying from you.
CRO on your website involves placing call-to-action
links and chat bots on landing pages, home page,
blog, landing pages, pricing page, and more. You can
then gather data on how conversions are taking place
on your site and make adjustments as needed.
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A successful CRO strategy will help you accomplish growth goals such as:
•

Bringing in more leads

•

Converting more buyers

•

Increasing revenue & profits

The inbound methodology not
only devises the right action items
to accomplish your growth goals,
but it also executes these items
precisely (and automatically).
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AUTOMATION
Automation means that you don’t have to manually schedule your content or worry about
sending it out at the right times. However, this is a learned skill that takes time.
This is where a Hubspot Certified Agency and Hubspot’s powerful technology come
together to help. Collectively, it can help you reach your goals for generating leads, making
new sales, and building ongoing loyalty by:
•

Making an action plan

•

Strategically executing each step

•

Constantly refining that process to help you grow
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DIGITAL STANDOUT
YOUR AGENCY PARTNER FOR GROWTH
We are Digital Standout; an agency with years of experience in inbound marketing within
the medical, dental, hospital and B2B verticals. We exclusively use the HubSpot inbound
marketing software platform because it works. Every time!
Our team of experts can design a plan to grow your online sales, local business, or medical
and dental practice to new heights by fully automating your sales cycle and “wowing” you
with a profitable return on investment.
CALL 747-226-0727

EMAIL info@digitalstandout.com
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